acid
test
the biggest and oldest collection of rock art in
the world lies hard up against a booming resources
precinct. Can they really coexist?

By Victoria Laurie

The rubble of red stones
is heaped high across the remote Burrup
Peninsula, as if a giant has casually emptied out
pocketfuls of marbles across the narrow land
mass. In high summer, the rocky landscape shimmers and distorts in a heat mirage; any bare hand
or foot risks burning after even a fleeting touch.
It takes a trained eye, or a hastily tutored one,
to pick out the incredible secrets etched into those
stones – lively images of a tortoise crawling across
a rust-red surface, black-headed pythons rearing
up, two waterbirds fighting over a fish, an emu
standing above a couple of egg shapes. Here and
there a human figure appears, men in ceremonial
dance or spearing a dugong – all vivid outlines
that first emerged when the artist scraped into
dark desert varnish “skin” on the rock surface to
expose a paler layer beneath.
Among the one million engravings, or
petroglyphs, in Western Australia’s northwest is
the earliest known image of a human face in the
world, as well as a procession of now-extinct
animals. Human presence – as far back as 40,000
years – is hinted at everywhere, at waterholes
where fringing rocks are so abundantly incised
they were clearly a gathering place, or on ridges
where hundreds of standing stones have been
erected like mini Stonehenges.
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In 2007, the A
 ustralian Heritage Council listed
the rock art on the Burrup Peninsula and
described it as “a masterpiece of human creative
genius”. The Aboriginal people of the Pilbara
region know the site as Murujuga, a word that
likens the land spur on which the art sits to “a
hipbone sticking out”. Currently, a bid for

UNESCO World Heritage listing of Murujuga is
being mooted for the biggest and oldest collection
of rock engravings in the world.
Retired CSIRO scientist John Black and his
wife Claire couldn’t believe what they saw on the
rock surfaces when they first laid eyes on the site.
Arriving in the resources town of Karratha, they
made the half-hour drive up to the Burrup, past
salt mines, Rio Tinto’s massive iron ore export
port, and on towards the tall, gas-flaring stacks of
Woodside’s North West Shelf LNG plant, a vast
industrial precinct visible from most parts of the
Murujuga art precinct. “We were totally amazed,”
Black says. “The intricacy of some of the rock art,
the detail, was amazing.”
The pair learnt that Murujuga was where the
Yaburara Aboriginal people lived, fished and left
their mark. “Here in one place was a history of
people living with a changing environment with
all of their activities, their spiritual beliefs, their
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